
Out of this world: Inside
Japan’s space colony centre
TOKYO: A newly created Space Colony Research centre led by
Japan’s first female astronaut is bringing cutting-edge technology to
bear on one of mankind’s greatest questions: Can we live in space?
Tucked away in high-tech laboratories at the Tokyo University of
Science, a team of 30 researchers directed by Chiaki Mukai are
studying new ways to keep humans alive on a potential moon or
Mars colony.

“It’s in our nature to explore. The Earth is too small for us, don’t
you think?” asked Mukai, a petite and energetic 66-year-old who
spent more than 500 hours in space on two separate missions.
Human space exploration is entering a new era, said Mukai, with
commercial ventures like Elon Musk’s SpaceX and US President
Donald Trump’s pledge to explore beyond the moon and towards
Mars. Billionaire entrepreneur Musk has grand visions for private
space exploration, including sending tourists into orbit around the
moon and eventually colonising Mars.

In December, Trump directed US space agency NASA to set up a
lunar base as a first step in a mission to Mars. “It’s very realistic to
establish a colony on the moon by 2030,” said Mukai, who said
humans needed to think beyond the International Space Station,
which she described as a “campsite-you have to bring everything
with you”. One of her team’s innovations is a unique food production
system using liquid plasma created by passing high-voltage electric-
ity through a saline solution.

This reduces the damaging algae usually formed in water when
growing crops, and tests simulating conditions in space have shown
that potatoes can be grown quicker and more efficiently using this
system. The Space Colony Research Centre has also developed a
system to create electricity using tiny thermoelectric sensors about
the size of an iPod Nano that could be attached to a potential colony.
The colony would be kept at comfortable room temperature, but
outside it would vary between 130 degrees Celsius during the day
and -230 at night.

The technology harnesses the difference in temperature-heat flux-

between inside and outside to create enough electricity to “power an
entire space colony,” said Tsutomu Lida, in charge of the project. “The
same device can be used for day and night. There are no moving parts,
so there is no maintenance required,” said Lida. Another team is
working on early detection and capture of space debris.  More than
29,000 pieces measuring at least 10 centimeters across orbit Earth
and could pose a danger to potential space colonists. —AFP 

NAMIE, Japan:  Namie in Japan’s
Fukushima region remains a virtual ghost
town seven years after a devastating tsuna-
mi and nuclear disaster, but officials hope a
new factory recycling electric car batteries
could help revitalize the area. Tsunami
waves inundated Japan’s northeastern coast
on March 11, 2011 after a magnitude 9.0
earthquake, ripping buildings from their
foundations and triggering a nuclear disas-
ter. Namie was under a government-man-
dated evacuation order, which was partially
lifted last year, and encouraging residents
to return has proved an uphill struggle. 

The facility built by Japanese automaker
Nissan in the town is employing new tech-
nology to recycle electric car batteries. For
now, the factory is basic, virtually emp-
ty, and employs just 10 people, but
Nissan and government officials hope it
might prompt other businesses to follow
suit, and eventually draw people back to
the region. “Seven years have passed,
the evacuation order has been lifted...
and we are working hard” to bring resi-
dents back, said Reconstruction
Minister Masayoshi Hoshino at a cere-
mony in the factory Monday. 

The government lifted evacuation
orders on some tsunami-hit areas,
including around 20 percent of Namie, last
year.  The other 80 percent of Namie is
still off-limits, and in February just 516
people were registered as living in the city,
compared with 21,000 before 2011. “We
need infrastructure, jobs, schools,” Hoshino
said at the factory. The government paid
for two-thirds of the facility’s construction

costs in the hope of attracting people to
the region.

Recycling batteries
Nissan says it hopes to raise Namie’s

profile with the factory, which began going
up shortly after the evacuation order was
lifted. “We will contribute to the recon-
struction of Namie,” said Eiji Makino, head
of 4R Energy Corporation, the partnership
between Nissan and Sumitomo Corporation
that will run the factory. The facility will use
new technology that can rapidly assess the
performance of the lithium-ion batteries
used by Nissan’s electric car, the Leaf.

The process of analyzing the 48 parts of
each battery used to take more than a fort-

night, but now takes just four hours. Once
analyzed, batteries that retain most of their
ability to hold charge will be refurbished
and sold to replace those in first-generation
Leafs, which hit the market in 2010. The
recycled batteries will cost less than half
the 650,000 yen price of a new battery.
Batteries with lower performance will be

recycled for use in smaller vehicles, includ-
ing golf carts and fork-lift trucks, or used to
store energy.

Enormous potential
Work at the factory will begin in

May, and while limited for now, Nissan
has plans to expand locally. It is betting
on a growing stock of used electric car
batteries as demand for the vehicles
grows thanks to eco-friendly public
policy and efforts to move away from
petrol. A leader in the sector, Nissan
aims to increase its electrified car sales
six-fold by 2023, and other automakers
are similarly ambitious.

Initially the Namie factory will handle
several hundred units a year, but it has a
maximum capacity of 2,250 batteries.
“There is enormous potential,” said 4R
Energy’s Makino, who envisions “one day
employing 1,000 people”. But that will
depend on finding workers willing to take
jobs in an area that remains largely desert-

ed. Fukushima governor Masao Uchibori
recently acknowledged the difficulty of
drawing people back, years after they have
resettled elsewhere. 

“They have bought a new home, their
children are going to a local school, they
have found work there, they have put down
roots, and it is hard for them to return,” he
said. Investment in infrastructure is already
under way, to ensure shops, medical facili-
ties and schools are available, but a psycho-
logical barrier remains too. Many people

still worry about the health risks in areas
affected by the worst nuclear disaster since
Chernobyl. Activist group Greenpeace
warned last month that “there clearly
remains a radiological emergency within the
areas of Namie and Iitate which were
opened by the government in March 2017.”
The group says the government’s deconta-
mination program has left radiation
hotspots with levels that would require
“immediate action” if they were detected at
nuclear facilities. — AFP
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In Fukushima ghost town, 
a factory on the road to rebirth

Nissan hopes to raise Namie’s profile with the factory

NAMIE:  This handout shows an employee of 4R Energy Corporation working on a used
lithium-ion battery which will be reassembled into battery packs for the Nissan Leaf
car at a new plant in Namie, Fukushima prefecture. — AFP photos 
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China tightens
rules on 
transferring 
tech know-how
BEIJING: China has issued new
guidelines on transferring intellectual
property rights from Chinese firms or
individuals to foreign investors, as
global tensions rise over technology
theft. The instructions made public by
the State Council on Thursday stipu-
late that IP rights related to integrated
circuits, computer software copyrights

and new plant breeds will be reviewed
by the government before any over-
seas transfers.

The guidelines aim to “safeguard
national security and major public
interests”, the council said. “The intro-
duction of the guideline is an impor-
tant move to protect national securi-
ty,” Zhang Zhicheng, officer at the
State Intellectual Property Office of
China told the state-run China Daily
newspaper. This move also complies
with international rules, Zhang told
China Daily, citing “similar review sys-
tems in the EU and Japan”. US
President Donald Trump has
announced new tariffs on Chinese
imports over the “theft” of intellectual
property, fuelling fears of a looming
trade war. —AFP 

Eiji Makino, head of 4R Energy Corporation

Foreign 
companies in 
China brace for 
VPN crackdown
BEIJING: Chinese people and foreign
firms are girding for a weekend deadline
that will curb the use of unlicensed soft-
ware to circumvent internet controls, as
the government plugs holes in its “Great
Firewall”. A virtual private network
(VPN) can tunnel through the country’s
sophisticated barrier of online filters to
access the global internet. VPNs give
users a way to see blocked websites
such as Facebook, Twitter, Google and
Western news outlets, as well as certain
business network tools such as
timesheets, email and directories.

But new government regulations
unveiled last year sent chills among
users of the software, with a March 31
deadline for companies and individuals
to only use government-approved
VPNs. Currently, many foreign compa-
nies have their own VPN servers in loca-
tions outside of China. But in the future,
dedicated lines can only be provided by
China’s three telecom operators.  Critics
have slammed the new policy as a rev-
enue grab that will eliminate cheaper
VPN options and make internet users
more vulnerable to surveillance.

But some companies are still planning
to comply.  “We will apply for a VPN
line with (the government),” the chief
executive of a foreign-owned technolo-
gy company said.  “As a company that is
globally-focused based in Beijing, I think
that’s the best option... because we don’t
want to break the rules or have our VPN
access disrupted,” she said, requesting
anonymity. Some embassies in Beijing
experienced disruptions to their com-
munications due to restrictions on VPN

usage late last year, prompting the
European Union delegation to send a
letter to the government to complain,
diplomatic sources said.

American Chamber of Commerce
Shanghai President Kenneth Jarrett
warned that foreign companies and their
employees could “bear the brunt of the
new policies”. “Foreign companies,
especially entrepreneurs and smaller
companies rely on overseas platforms
such as Google Analytics and Google
Scholar,” Jarrett said.

“Limiting access to affordable VPNs
will make it harder for these companies
to operate efficiently and just adds to the
frustration of doing business in China.”
The Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology has dismissed concerns that
using state-approved providers could
jeopardize the security of private data,
saying they “are not able to see informa-
tion related to your business”.

At the mercy of regulators
A member of China-based anti-cen-

sorship group GreatFire.org, which
tracks internet restrictions, said the new
rules are aimed at wiping out low-cost
Chinese VPN providers and increasing
control over access to information.  “Are
foreign companies at the mercy of
Chinese regulators? Yes, probably. Will
there be more surveillance? Absolutely,”
said the member, who uses the alias
Charlie Smith.  Under the new licensing
regulations, it is unclear whether compa-
nies or individuals will be punished for
using unauthorized VPNs, or if the soft-
ware will be blocked. But on December
21, Chinese citizen Wu Xiangyang from
the south Guangxi Zhuang autonomous
region was given a five-and-a-half-year
prison sentence and 500,000 yuan fine.
Wu “illegally profited” from setting up
VPN servers and selling software “with-
out obtaining relevant business licens-
es”, according to a news site managed
by the Supreme People’s Procuratorate.
It was the most severe known VPN-
related conviction.  — AFP 

Microsoft shakes 
up ranks to shoot 
for the cloud
SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft yesterday
announced a big managerial shakeup includ-
ing the departure of the head of its Windows
group as the technology pushes deeper into
a future in the cloud. Restructuring moves
laid out in a memo from chief executive Satya
Nadella included the departure of longtime
Microsoft executive and Windows head Terry
Myerson. “With change comes transition, and
one transition we have been planning for is
for Terry Myerson to pursue his next chapter
outside Microsoft,” Nadella said in the note.

“Terry has been instrumental in helping
me arrive at this new organizational structure,
and I deeply appreciate his leadership and
insight as we’ve worked through the oppor-
tunity that lies ahead.” In a post at LinkedIn,
Windows and Devices Group executive vice
president Myerson described it as “an emo-
tional day” sharing news of his departure
after 21 years at Microsoft. Microsoft is cre-
ating two new engineering teams, one
focused on experiences and devices, and the
other devoted to artificial intelligence and
computing capabilities hosted in the internet
cloud, according to the note.

The US tech colossus-which has slipped
from being the world’s largest company —

also established an internal committee to
make sure technological advances, particular-
ly regarding machines thinking for them-
selves, take into account ethical concerns.
“With all this new technology and opportuni-
ty comes a responsibility to ensure technolo-
gy’s benefits reach people more broadly
across society,” Nadella said.

“It also requires that the technologies we

create are trusted by the individuals and
organizations that use them.” As it has been
overtaken by the likes of Google and Apple,
Microsoft has been rebooting as consumers
shift away from Windows-powered comput-
ers to mobile devices. This has pushed
Microsoft to focus on the internet cloud, arti-
ficial intelligence, and services for connected
“internet of things” devices. —AFP 

TOKYO: In this picture, a lab technician demonstrates equipment that
creates electricity using heat differentials at the Tokyo Space Colony
Research Centre in Tokyo. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: This file photo shows Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella speaking during
the annual Microsoft shareholders meeting in Bellevue, Washington. — AFP 


